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“Where would my loyalties lie if Britain suddenly went to war with Japan?”
The question of divided loyalties inspired Keiko Itoh to research her mother’s experiences as a
British-educated, young Christian Japanese woman living in occupied Shanghai during the
Second World War. Despite the background of deprivation and fear, everything she had ever
heard from her mother about that period in her life made it sound an overwhelmingly positive
experience. Drawing on family memories, Keiko explores how her mother’s story might have
unfolded in her debut novel, My Shanghai, 1942-1946.
Written in diary form, My Shanghai, 1942-46 is the story of Eiko Kishimoto who arrives, as a
newly-wed twenty-year-old London-educated housewife, to settle into a privileged existence in
the French Concession in one of the most cosmopolitan cities in the world. For a sheltered
young woman, Shanghai offers a heady social mix and Eiko finds herself amongst not only
Japanese but Chinese, Russians, German nationalists and Jewish refugees, British Catholics and
Quakers. As a member of the community of the Occupying Power, at first Eiko is hardly
touched by the War and her days are filled with high-society lunches and open-air concerts, racecourse and night-club visits.
However, as Japan tightens its control within China, tensions mount,
relationships unravel, and allegiances are questioned. The Japanese
official line escalates from calls for restraint, to dictates about
traditional dress and celebrations of the sacrifice of young soldiers.
There are increasing shortages, curfews and power cuts. The streets
become chaotic with beggars and the dispossessed and Eiko’s English
friends are interned. When Japan’s war efforts become more desperate
and degenerate, the official statements contrast with the information
that seeps through to Eiko and her international friends. Caught
between her Christian values and loyalty to her country, Eiko turns to
the Quakers to find peace.
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Details of the photographs: the jacket shows the Itoh family in Shanghai, the bride and
groom are Keiko’s parents on their wedding day, and the photograph of the author is
credited to Shane Lin.
Keiko Itoh is available for interview.
She will be speaking about My Shanghai, 1942-46 at various venues in Britain, USA and
Japan. Details can be found on her website.
For further information and more photographs, see www.keikoitoh.com

For publicity enquiries, please contact Alison Menzies on alisonmenziespr@aol.com or
07973 956107.
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